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 .For a given entire function f with zeros a , we consider the separation of thej
 . < <zeros, defined by d f s inf a y a . We establish estimates for the separationi/ j i j
of zeros of linear combinations of translates of f. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let f be an entire function with zeros a , and define the separation ofj
 . < <the zeros by d f s inf a y a . If the zeros are real we shall assumei/ j i j
 .  .that a F a for all j when d f s inf a y a . The operation f ªj jq1 j jq1 j
w xf 9 y kf , k g R, was shown in 4 to increase the separation of the zeros of
 .  . w x w xpolynomials, i.e., that d f 9 y kf ) d f , and subsequently in 5 and 6
we gave estimates showing by how much the separation is increased. Our
first section describes the extension of these results to entire functions of
order - 2.
Another operation which has been considered in connection with the
separation of the zeros of polynomials is translation, in particular the
 .  .  .  .mapping f x ª g x s f x q ic q f x y ic . This was considered by
w xPolya 2 who showed that for c ) 0, if f has only real zeros then so doesÂ
 .g the analogue of Rolle's theorem for the derivative . In Section 3 we
< <  .  .shall show more generally that if u s 1, c ) 0, and g x s f x q ic qu
 .u f x y ic , then g has only real zeros. In addition, the separation isu
 .  .increased, i.e., d g ) d f , and we shall find estimates for the size ofu
 .d g .u
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2. DERIVATIVES
We consider entire functions of order - 2 which have distinct real
 .zeros a with a - a for all j. Since f has order - 2 it must have aj j jq1
canonical expansion of the form
x
a x x r ajf x s Ce 1 y e , 0 .  .  /aj j
2 where C, a g R and 1ra converges. Since our results are not affectedj
by translation we can assume without loss of generality that there is no
.zero at the origin.
 .For functions of this type for which the minimum separation d f s
 .min a y a is positive we have the following results.j jq1 j
 . a x  . x r ajTHEOREM 1. Let f x s Ce  1 y xra e , where C, a g R andj j
 .  .d f s inf a y a ) 0. Thenj jq1 j
 .  .i for any k g R, the zeros b of f 9 y kf are real, distinct, andj
 .located one in each inter¨ al a , a ;j jq1
 .  .ii for each j, b y b G d f , with strict inequality unless thejq1 j
 .sequence a is infinite in both directions and equally spaced;j
 .  .  .  .iii d f 9 y kf G d f , with strict inequality if the sequence a isj
finite.
 . w xNote that i is a well-known result of Laguerre 3, p. 266 whose proof is
 .given here only for completeness; the hypothesis that d f ) 0 is not
 .  . w x  .needed for i . For the proof of ii compare 1 . In iii we may have
equality even when the zeros of f are not equally spaced, as is shown by
the example of a function with infinitely many zeros which are equally
spaced except for a single pair which has a larger separation. The hypothe-
 .sis in iii that the number of zeros is finite implies that either f is a
polynomial or a polynomial multiplied by an exponential factor.
 .Proof. To prove i observe that
f 9 x 1 1 .
y k s a y k q q 1 .  /f x x y a a . j jj
and so for k g R, f 9rf is continuous and strictly decreasing from q` to
 .y` on each interval a , a . Hence there is exactly one real zero ofj jq1
 .f 9 y kf in each interval a , a . If in addition there is a least zero a say,j jq1 l
 .with a F a for all j, then from 1 , f 9rf is strictly decreasing from 0 tol j
 .  .y` on y`, a and so there is one further zero of f 9 y kf on y`, a ifl l
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 .k - 0, and no further zeros on y`, a if k G 0. Similar observationsl
 .obviously hold if there is a largest zero. From 1 we can also see that
f 9 x 1 .
I s yI x .  2 /f x < < . x y aj j
and in particular that f 9rf y k has no zeros off the real axis.
 .To prove ii let x , x satisfy a - x - a - x - a and x y x F1 2 jy1 1 j 2 jq1 2 1
 .d f . Let a , a denote the least and greatest zeros of f if such exist; if notl r
then the corresponding terms are omitted from the following summation
 .and the summation runs from y` or to q` or both. From 1 we have
rf 9 x f 9 x 1 1 .  .2 1y s y  /f x f x x y a x y a .  .2 1 2 j 1 jjsl
r 1 1 1 1
s y q y  /x y a x y a x y a x y a2 j j jy1 2 l 1 rjslq1
r a ya y x yx 1 1 .  .j jy1 2 1s q q . x ya x ya x ya a yx .  .2 j 1 jy1 2 l r 1jslq1
 .  .  .In the summation all numerators satisfy a y a y x y x G d f yj jy1 2 1
 .  . .x y x G 0 and the products x y a x y a are all positive since2 1 2 j 1 jy1
both factors have the same sign. Also, the two single terms are positive if
they are present.
 .  .  .  .  .Hence if x y x F d f then f 9 x rf x y f 9 x rf x G 0; more-2 1 2 2 1 1
over, there is strict inequality if the summation is either finite in either
 .  .direction or is doubly infinite while some a y a y x y x ) 0. Inj jy1 2 1
 .  .  .  .  .other words f 9 x rf x y f 9 x rf x ) 0 in all cases except when a2 2 1 1 j
forms a doubly infinite sequence of equally spaced points, when f is
 .  .essentially the sine function and d f 9 y kf s d f . Hence if we are not
 .  .  .  .in this exceptional case and f 9 x rf x y f 9 x rf x s 0 then x y x2 2 1 1 2 1
 .) d f as required.
 .  .The proof of iii follows immediately from ii , with strict inequality
 .when the infimum which defines d f 9 y kf is taken over a finite set.
3. TRANSLATES
We shall continue to suppose that f is of order - 2 with real distinct
 .  .  .zeros, and for c ) 0, u g C we set g x s f x q ic q u f x y ic . Theu
w xfollowing result generalizes Lemma II on page 316 in 2 .
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 .LEMMA 1. The zeros of g satisfy I z ) 0 respecti¨ ely, I z s 0, I z - 0u
< <  < < < < .if and only if u ) 1 respecti¨ ely u s 1, u - 1 .
Proof. This is immediate since
f x q ic a y ic y x . js f x y ic a q ic y x . j j
 . and each factor is - 1 or s 1 or ) 1 according to whether I x ) 0 or
.s 0 or - 0 .
The results of Section 2 have analogues as follows.
 . < <  . LEMMA 2. Let d f ) 0, u s 1, and let b be the zeros of g neces-j u
.sarily real by Lemma 1 , arranged so that b F b for all j. Thenj jq1
 .  .i for all j, b y b G d f , with strict inequality unless the sequencejq1 j
 .a is infinite in both directions and equally spaced,j
 .  .  .  .ii d g G d f with strict inequality if the sequence a is finite.u j
 .  .Proof. For each j and t g R, let f s f t g 0, p be the principalj j
 .value of arg a q ic y t . Each f is an increasing function of t with aj j
 .strictly positive derivative. Define F t by
f t q ic a y t y ic . j2 aic 2 icr ajF t [ s e e , . f t y ic a y t q ic . j j
from which we see that a continuous determination of arg F is given by
c
arg F s 2 aic y 2 f y . 2 . j /ajj
 .The zeros of g are where F t s yu and so arg F s arg u q p . Inu
particular, since arg F has a strictly negative derivative, all zeros must be
 .simple. Also from 2 , if b, b9 are distinct zeros of g with b - b9 thenu
  .  .. f b9 y f b must be a multiple of p . Hence to show that b9 y b Gj j j
 . d f we shall show in parallel with the argument in the Proof of Theo-
.  .rem 1 that if t , t g R satisfy 0 - t y t F d f then1 2 2 1
S [ f t y f t - p , 3 .  .  . . j 2 j 1
j
with the usual exception in the case of equal spacing.
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 .But if a , a are successive zeros of f then a y a G d f and sojy1 j j jy1
 .  .  . from t y t F d f we deduce that f t G f t . If S the summation2 1 jy1 1 j 2
 ..in 3 is finite, from j s l to j s r say, then we can rearrange to give
r
S s f t y f t q f t y f t . 4 .  .  .  .  . . j 2 jy1 1 l 2 r 1
jslq1
 .All the terms in the summation are now F 0 and f t - p andl 2
 .  .f t ) 0 so we have proved 3 in this case. A similar argument works inr 1
case the summation is infinite in one or both directions, the rearrange-
 .ment being justified since the terms in 3 tend to zero as either j ª ` or
 .  .  .j ª y`. Part iii follows immediately from ii when a is finite, and soj
Lemma 2 is proved.
Note that, unlike the zeros of the derivative, the zeros of g need notu
 . 2 2separate the zeros of f as is shown by the example f x s x y a , a ) 0,
 .  2 2 2 .in which g x s 2 x y a y c .1
The next theorem gives an estimate of the amount by which the
separation of the zeros of g exceeds the separation of the zeros of fu
when the number of zeros is finite.
 .THEOREM 2. Let f be gi¨ en by 0 with a finite number of real distinct
< <  .  .  .zeros. Then for c ) 0, u s 1, and g x s f x q ic q u f x y ic we ha¨eu
both
3c 2c
y1 .  .  .i d g G d f q min c, tan , andu  / /4n c q n q 1 d f .  .
 .  .  .ii d g G d fu
’ ’3 d f p 3 c 2c . y1qmin c, tanh tan . / / /2p 2d f c q n q 1 d f .  .  .
 .  .Note that i is a stronger estimate for large c, while ii is stronger for
large n. We shall give examples in the next section showing that the orders
 .  . y1of magnitude given by i and ii are correct. The functions tan , tanh
can be replaced by rational functions using the elementary inequalities
y1  .  .tan x G xr 1 q x , tanh x G xr 1 q 2 x if needed.
Proof. We begin by proving the results when the zeros are equally
spaced and then show how the general case can be reduced to this one.
 .Suppose then that there are n zeros with equal spacing d s d f and that
a , a are respectively the least and greatest of them. Let t , t be points onl r 1 2
the real axis and put h s t y t . We shall estimate by how much h can2 1
 .exceed d while keeping the summation S in 3 less than p .
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w x  .If the midpoint of t , t an interval of length h lies to the right of the1 2
w x  . midpoint of a , a an interval of length nd then the angle arg a q ic yl r r
.  . y1  ..t s f t must be at least a s tan 2cr h q nd . On the other hand,1 r 1
w x w xif the midpoint of t , t lies to the left of the midpoint of a , a then the1 2 l r
 .  .  .angle arg a q ic y t s f t must be at most p y a . Hence from 4l 2 l 2
we have to find a value of h s t y t which will ensure that2 1
r
f t y f t - a . 5 .  .  . . jy1 1 j 2
jslq1
  ..  .   .. We know that tan f t s cr a y t and tan f t s cr a yj 2 j 2 jy1 1 jy1
.t and so1
c h y d c h y d .  .y1f t y f t s tan - .  .j 2 jy1 1 2 2 2 /c q a y t a y t y q p .  .jy1 1 j 2
2 2  . .2  .where p s c y h y d r2 and y s a y t y h y d r2. Hence tojy1 1
 .estimate the sum in 5 it is sufficient to give an upper bound for
 2 2 .1r y q p where y runs through a set of values corresponding to the
zeros of f. Since we assume in both cases of the result that h y d - c then
we have always p2 ) 3c2r4.
The two estimates in the theorem result from different ways of estimat-
 2 2 .ing the sum 1r y q p . For large c we use the trivial estimate
 2 2 . 2  . 21r y q p - nrp so that we require only nc h y d rp - a or
p2 2c
y1h y d - tan . /nc h q nd
Since p2 ) 3c2r4 and h - c q d it follows that if
3c 2c
y1h y d - tan  /4n c q n q 1 d .
 .  .then 5 is satisfied and i follows for equally spaced zeros.
For large n it is better to use the result that
`1 1 p p p
- s coth , 2 2 2  /2 pd dy q p kd q p .y ksy`
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since y runs through a set of values separated by at least d. Thus we
require
p c h y d p p .
coth - a , /pd d
or
pd p p 2c
y1h y d - tanh tan . /  /p c d h q nd
’Again since p ) 3 cr2 and h - c q d it follows that if
’ ’3 d 3 p c 2c
y1h y d - tanh tan  / /2p 2 d c q n q 1 d .
 .  .then 5 is satisfied. Hence ii is proved for equally spaced zeros.
In the general case in which the zeros may not be equally spaced we
 .  .note that d g G d f holds uniformly for all a and all u . Hence there isu j
 .a value of u , u s u say, which minimizes d g over all u , and a0 u
 .corresponding pair of zeros, b, b9 say, of g with b9 y b s d g , and weu u0 0
 .   .  ..know from the discussion preceding 3 that  f b9 y f b s p .j j j
Now suppose in this configuration that a , a are a pair of zeros of fky1 k
 .with a y a ) d f . Then either a is to the right of the midpoint ofk ky1 k
w x w xb, b9 or a is to the left of the midpoint of b, b9 , or both. Observeky1
 .  .that as a function of a , f b9 y f b has a maximum when a is at thej j j j
w xmidpoint of b, b9 and decreases to zero when a goes to infinity on eitherj
side. Hence a small increase in a or a small decrease in a can beky1 k
 .made which will maintain a y a ) d f while resulting in a strictk ky1
 .  .  .  .increase in either f b9 y f b or f b9 y f b and hence such aky1 ky1 k k
 .  . change will make  f b9 y f b ) p . If such a change results in anj j j
 .increase in d f then all points to the right of a or to the left of a cank ky1
be moved simultaneously by the same amount, which will keep the value of
 .  .  . .d f while increasing f b9 y f b . But at b there will be a new value of
 .  .u , u s u say, with g b s 0 and since we have found that  f b9 y1 u j j1
 .f b ) p there will be another zero, b0 say, of g strictly between b andj u 1
 .b9. This contradicts the minimality of d g and so the minimum cannotu 0
 .occur unless all a are equally spaced. This completes the proof ofj
Theorem 2.
4. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES
Our aim is to consider how accurately the results of Theorem 2 reflect
 .the true behavior of d g in the limiting cases when c ª 0, c ª `, andu
n ª `.
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First, for small c and u / y1, there is a zero of g near each zero a ofu j
f. More precisely, consideration of the expansion of f about a shows thatj
 .for each j there is h g R with g a q h s 0, such that eitherj u j j
h u y 1j ª i as c ª 0 if u / 1,y 1,
c u q 1
or
h f 0 a .j jª as c ª 0 if u s 1.2 2 f 9 ac  .j
 .  .  .  .Hence the estimates i and ii of Theorem 2, which give d g G d f qu
 2 .O c , independently of u , give the best order of magnitude.
For large c the spacing of the zeros becomes relatively insignificant and
 .n  .nthe zeros of g approximate those of x q ic q u x y ic , for whichu
x q ic 1rn 2 kp i r ns yu e , 0 F k F n y 1, .
x y ic
 .whose spacing is proportional to c. Comparing this with the estimate i
 .  .which for large c is approximately min c, 3p cr8n we see that i gives the
correct order of growth as c ª `.
 .To show that the right side of ii represents the correct order of
magnitude for large n, we consider an array of n points with equal
separation d. For simplicity we assume that n s 2k q 1 is odd, and that
the zeros are at a s jd, yk F j F k. The two zeros of g nearest thej 1
 .origin are at " t q dr2 and we shall show that nt has a finite non-zero
 . limit as n ª `. As in the Proof of Lemma 2 we put f x s arg a q ic yj j
.x and note that t is determined by the requirement that
k
f t q dr2 y f yt y dr2 s p . 6 .  .  . . j j
jsyk
k  .But by symmetry if we put A s  f t q dr2 thenjsyk j
k k
f yt y dr2 s p y f t q dr2 s np y A , .  . . j j
jsyk jsyk
 .  .  .and so from 6 we have 2 A s n q 1 p or A s k q 1 p .
y1  ..  .  .Let a s tan crd j y 1r2 s f dr2 , so that f t q dr2 s a qj j j j
e , say, where e 7 t as t ª 0. The notation f 7 g indicates that frgj j
.tends to an unspecified positive limit as t ª 0. Then
tan f t q dr2 s tan a q e s tan a q e sec 2 a q O e 2 , .  . .  .j j j j j j j
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and also
c c
tan f y q dr2 s s . .j d j y 1r2 y t d j y 1r2 .  .
=
t
21 q q O t , . /d j y 1r2 .
and comparing these expressions we find that
ct
2e s q O t . .j 22 2c q d j y 1r2 .
Hence since a q a s p we havej 1yj
k
k q 1 p s A s f t q dr2 .  . . j
jsyk
k k
s a q e s a q kp q e , . j j yk j
jsyk jsyk
k y1 .and so  e s p y a s tan crkd . From this we deduce byjsyk j yk
equating principal terms that
k cd c
t ; as n ª `. 22 2 kc q d j y 1r2 .jsyk
 . `  2Here f ; g indicates that frg ª 1 as t ª 0. But since  xr x qy`
 .2 .  .n y 1r2 s p tanh p x it follows that
2c p c
2 t ; coth , /np d
as required.
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